**TRACK | GARAGE**

5” utility hook

**FEATURES**
- Designed specifically for heavy tools like Axes, Sledge and Hammers.
- The U-shape design allows the bulky head of tool rest securely.
- Hole in middle of base allows a screw to be secured into the wall stud if desired.
- Cover cap secures hook to track & soft protective cover minimizes metal contact.

**SPECS**
- **Hose Hook**: 300.5204.MAL
- **Black Cover Cap**: 300.5200.BLK

**FINISHED PRODUCT**
- **Product Finish**: Matte Aluminum
- **Application**: Track | Garage

**DIMENSIONS**
- **Hose Hook**: L: 9" (228.6 mm), W: 2.5" (64 mm), H: 5" (127 mm)
- **Black Cover Cap**: L: 2 1/4" (57.2 mm), W: 2 1/4" (57.2 mm), H: 2 3/4" (70 mm)

**Patent No.**: US7757869

**Finishing**
- **Finish Options**
  - Matte Aluminum
  - Matte Black